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In this paper, we propose a real-time face and eye detection algorithm for video surveillance and human computer
interface. Different types of facelnon-face classifiers are
hierarchically combined for reliability and real-time performance. Each classifier is connected by consisdering the
accuracy and translationlscale sensitivity of the previous
classifier. First, face candidates are extracted using similarity matching of Gabor filter responses in M-style grid.
Then, a hierarchy of SVM classifiers trained on PCA subspaces is applied to the candidates. Two steps of SVMs are
trained on different number of PCA features and resolution
images. The combination of classifiers based on different
types of features, frequency and intensity, significantly
reduces the false positives due to complementary characteristics of their domains in classification. Coarse-to-fine
search by three steps of detection also reduces run-time
complexity. Our system can speed up conventional SVM
classifier by a factor of 40 resulting in comparable face
detection rate (FDR). In addition, the center positions of
both eyes are efficiently detected by iterative binary
thresholding method with contour tracing in the accurately
localized face region. Experimental results on the test set
taken under office illumination show the accuracy with
FDR of 98%, 0.5% false positives, and eye detection rate
(EDR) of 99%. Our current system detects a face in runtime of 250ms.
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Introduction

Face detection emerged as an important area of computer vision and pattern acknowledgement with a vast
number of applications such as video surveillance, humancomputer interface, and identity authentication. Numerous
algorithms related to face detection have been proposed
and developed within past 20 years. The number of the
products of face detection algorithm is increasing nowadays for the security at the airports and gateways. However,
the performance of previous face detection system is not
enough for fully automatic surveillance. To increase automatism and efficiency of the security system and HumanComputer interface, we propose a novel system that has a
hierarchical combination of the face and non-face classifiers.
As approaches to solve the problem of face detection and
classification, linear subspace analysis has been mainly
adopted like Principal Component Analysis (PCA) or
Fisher Linear Discriminant Analysis (FLDA) because of its
simplicity and efficiency [3]. Support Vector Machines
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed algorithm
(SVM) is a very powerful su pervised learning algorithm,
that is rooted in statistical learning theory [1,4,5,6,8]. By
minimizing the sum of the empirical risk and the complexity of the hypothesis space,
SVM gives good generalization performance on many
pattern recognition problems.
In this paper, we propose a hierarchical learning scheme
that integrates the gabor wavelet with SVM, and apply it to
face detection problem. Through the gabor wavelet
matching in M-grid, we extract the candidate region of
faces [2,7]. And we use PCA features of normalized images
to get a larger margin of separation and fewer support
vectors of SVM. The combination of the grid matching of
Gabor wavelet and the SVM classifiers based on PCA
features of images significantly reduces the false positives
due to different types
~. of features. Figure 1 shows the overview of the proposed system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we present gabor wavelet filtering using M-style grid
matching for finding a face candidate in image. In section 3,
we give a brief overview of PCA and SVM, and present the
application to our system. Combination of Gabor and SVM
based classifiers is described in section 4. In section 5, we
explain eye detection algorithm with the boundary of
search. In section 6, we show the experimental results and
finally gives the conclusion in section 7.

2

M-style grid Gabor matching for face
candidate

To extract the candidate region of continuous input im-
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Figure 2. M-sty le grid

ages, many researches related with color or shape of the
facial images have been developed. Pixel-level skin color
can greatly reduce the search space rapidly prior to higher
level classification. But skin color of the human is affected
by environmental parameters in which camera is built. Also
skin color is changed according to the direction and
strength of lighting source. In this paper, we use shape
information by similarity matching of Gabor filter responses in M-style grid (21.
Gabor wavelets are used for image analysis because of
their biological relevance and computational properties [7].
The Gabor kernels have similar shape as the receptive
fields of simple cells in the primary visual cortex. Gabor
filter has multi-scale and multi-orientation kernels. The
response describes a small patch of gray values in an image
I ( x ) around a given pixel x = ( x , y ) . It is defined as a
convolution with a family of Gabor filters in the shape of
plane waves with wave vectors k j , restricted by a Gaussian envelop function.

We employ a discrete set of 5 different frequencies and 8
orientations. Gabor kernels provide robustness against
varying brightness and contrast of images. To compare the
similarity of the values in Gabor Wavelet based classifier,
we used similarity function below.

The system to extract the face candidate is composed
with two parts: the one is training of the model face images
containing the various changes of the face, the other is the
similarity comparison of the input image and trained model
facial image using M-style grid matching. Figure 2 depicts
the composition of M-style grid and it's selection for extracting the face candidate. Scalable M-style grid structure
is adapted to an input image and training of model face DB.
Gabor filter response of each point at the grid structure is
compared with the mean of Gabor responses of the model
face DB. As shown in Figure 2, M-style grids consist of 20
points which form M shape. The horizontal interval of the
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Figure 3. Learned basis images
grid points is 114 of the inter ocular distance and the vertical interval is 113 of the perpendicular distance between
mouth and inter ocular line.

3

Feature reduction and hierarchical combination of SVM classifier

In the section 2, we extracted the face candidate region by
using M-style grid Gabor matching. To detect the face from
the candidate region, a hierarchy of SVM classifiers trained
on PCA subspaces is applied to the candidates.

3.1 Feature extraction using PCA
X J can be considEach image pattern of dimension
ered as a column vector x in a N = / x J dimensional
space. Facial images are not randomly distributed in
higher dimensional image space and thus can be described
by a relatively low dimensional subspace. As a suitable
mean to reduce the dimensionality of the face space, PCA
is adopted [3]. The central idea of PCA is to find a low
dimensional subspace which captures most of variation of
images and therefore allows the best least square approximation.
= {XI,x?,...,X M } of N dimenConsider a data set
sional vectors.

where 2 is a N XN symmetric matrix. This matrix
charaterizes the scatter of the data set. A non-zero vector
uk for which

is an eigenvector of the covariance matrix. It has the corresponding eigenvalue /Lk . If A, ,4,...,AK are the K
largest eigenvalues, distinct eigenvalues then marepresents
the K dominant
trix, U = lu,u,...U, J
eigenvectors. These eigenvectors are mutually orthogonal
and span a K dimensional subspace called the principal
subspace. When the data are face images these eigenvec
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about facelnon-face samples and false positive in SVM

tors are often referred to as eigenfaces. Figure 3 shows the
learned basis images of PCA..

3.2 SVM classification with PCA feature
After obtaining PCA features, we build the SVM training
set { x i , yi I;:, , where y, = {1,-1) is the class type of x, ,
which is PCA features of each training image. n is the
total number of training images. SVM learn a hyperplane
which separates the data according to the class with a large
margin. A test pattern,
is classified as a face or not
Xt st '
by using the trained SVM el].

(6)
,=I

where y, and xi are a class label and a training feature
vector respectively, A, and b are constants which are
decided by learning, K is a polynomial kernel and 1 is
the number of support vectors.
3.3 Hierarchy of SVM classifier for face detection
SVM classifier in our system consists of two cascaded
SVMs that are trained on different number of PCA features
of lowlor high resolution images. The first level of our
hierarchical SVM classifier consists of SVM that is trained
on 20 PCA features of 20 x 20 pixel resolutin face images.
On the second level, we utilize the SVM that is trained on
50 PCA features of 40 x 40 face images. In SVM classifier,
run-time complexity is proportional to the number of the
support vectors(SVs). One main goal of our system is to
speed up a classifier without loss of classification performance. By propagating only pattern that was classified as
face in the first level classifier having a small number of
SVs, we quickly reduce the amount of data in the second
level classifier.
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Hierarchy of M-style grid Gabor matching and SVM classifier

Although SVM is known as a superior classifier, it is
difficult to adapt it for real-time implementation because
run time complexity is very high. Currently, many researches have been proposed and developed to solve this
problem [6]. We combined different types of face and nonface classifier hierarchically for reliability and real time
performance. The combination of classifiers based on different types of features significantly reduces the false
positives due to complementary characteristics of frequency(here, it is obtained from Gabor wavelet) and
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Figure 5. Detection results of the hierarchical steps
intensity (PCA features) domains in classification.
The bottom level of our hierarchy consists of the Gabor
wavelet based classifier which is robust to the variation of
illumination, expression, and in-planeldepth rotation. It
also can extract the face candidate rapidly due to M-grid
search as shown in Figure 2, (b). For example of the implemented system, the size of input image is 320x240, and
the target face size has 40-80 pixel wide of ocular distance.
The processing time is 170ms per image on Pentium-4
1.6GHz. In addition, it can filter non-face patterns which is
false positives in SVM classifier based on PCA features.
Figure 4 (a) shows that false positive patterns of SVM
classifier is nearer to the non-face patterns in Gabor
Wavelet matching being far from the face patterns. We
built the system hierarchically for the mutual complementary characteristics of classifiers as mentioned above. We
extract the face candidate with Gabor wavelet based classifier. In the next step, we apply the non-linear SVM that is
trained on the 20 PCA feature in 20x20 face images to the
face candidate extracted in the previous step. Finally, we
use the SVM with a second degree polynomial kernel that
is trained on 50 PCA feature in 40x40 face images. This
classifier is highly sensitive to translation and scale. Figure
5 shows the results of the each step of our system about
two different face. Figure 5 (a, d) is the result of first step
of our hierarchical system, (b, e) is that of second step and
(c, f) is final result of face detection. We detect face very
accurately in the final level of our system (c,f).

5

Eye Detection

The iterative binary thresholding with contour tracing in
the restricted region is employed for eye center point detection. Because facial region extracted in our system is
accurate, the region to search the eye center position can be
strictly constrained. In the restricted region, 256 gray levels
of an input image is converted to binary one repeatedly
with a threshold. The threshold is stepwise increased by 8
from 48. In each step, the binary image is processed by the
continuous operations of erosion, dilation, and dilation.
After a stage of morphological filtering, all segmented
areas are traced by contour tracing. Then, good-shape condition is given to decide whether each contour is from eyes
The condition tells that whether the shape of contour is
circle or ellipse, large or small, and whether it's center is
adequately located as an eye or not. Figure 6 shows wellsegmented facial regions and successfully detected eye
points.
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Figure 7. False positives

Experimental Results

For the bottom level of classifier, Gabor grid mathing, the
face model was divided into 5 groups according to the
various characteristics such as simple background, backlight, wearing glass, etc. When a test pattern is given, it's
Gabor response is compared with all 5 means of Gabor
responses of the face groups and the minimum matching
value is selected to decide whether it is a face or not. In the
second level of our hierarchical system, SVM was trained
on 20 PCA features of 3,175 20x20 faces and 10,000 randomly selected non-face patterns. And for the final level,
SVM was trained on 50 PCA features of the 40x40 faces
and non-faces with the same number of patterns. The number of SVs of the second and third SVM is 187 and 270
respectively.
The test image sets include various light conditions of
office light and some direct rays of sun from window. The
target face to detect is the frontal face that has the variation
of It 15 degrees in depth and plane, and the size varies
from 40 to 80 pixels of the ocular distance. 400 images
with 200 faces and 200 non faces was tested in Pentium-4
I.6GHz. Table I shows the comparison of the previous
method and the proposed algorithm for face detection.
Table 1.Test results of the face detection methods
FDR
FPR
Speed
Gubor Wavelet
9 8 (2'
48.25%1
170ms
SVM classifier
98.5%
11497ms
3%
Proposed
98 %
0.5 %
250ms
* : FDK : face detection rate, FPR : false positive rate
We reduced the FPR largely and achieved a speed up by a
factor of 40 compared to the conventional SVM classifier.
Also, we detected the eye center position with 99% detection rate within 5 10 pixel accuracy. Figure 6 shows the
accurate detection result of face and eyes and Figure 7
shows the decrease of false positives about non-face images. Gabor wavelet based classifier and SVM based one
show many false positives in Figure 7 (a) and (b). But our
system reduces the false detection largely due to complementary characteristics of frequency and intensity domains
in classification as shown in Figure 7 (c).

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an efficient method for face
detection which consists of hierarchy of Gabor Wavelet
and SVM classifier base on different types of features. This
largely increased the detection accuracy and can extract
facial region 40 times faster than conventional SVM classifier. Also our system provides robustness against illumination and background variation. The results show that the
proposed approach is quite practical and useful.
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